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The olassio Smoluohowski equation is valid only in the 

thermodynamio limit, when a number of the partioles N in the 
volume V is great, so that the oonoentration of partiole0 n = 

NN is finite. However during ooagulation n oan beoome as small 

as one likes. Formal applioation of the Smoluohowski equation to 

the oase of small values of leads to the diffioulties. They lie 

in the faot that its steady-state solution is identioal with zero 
and all the moments, beginning from the seoond one, diverge. It 
is due to an unlimitation and a positive definity of the 

quadratio form (&An) , where A is the kernel of the Smoluohowski 
integral operator. 

We derived the generalized equation of ooagulation whioh 

differed from the Smoluohowski one by the presenoe of the 
I renormalized funotion f,2(m,mt,t)=n(t)(n(t)-V)p12(111,m',t) Here m 

and m' are masses of two ooagulating partioles and p12(m,m' ,t) is 
the pair probability funotion. In this oase the renormalized 

kernel is not positive definite and the equation has the stable 
steady-state non- zero solution and has the finite moments. At 
the final stage the relaxation goes on to this aolution aooording 

to the exponential low. The generalized equation of ooagulation 

makes possible to desoribe the most interesting stage of 

relaxat ion. 

For three kernels 1 )A=a, 2 )A=b(mtm ' ) , 3 ) A = m  , where a, b, c 
are positive oonstants, we obtained the oonoentration n(t) and 

the seoond momentum M2(t) of the mass distribution of partioles 

in the forms 
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(n,=n(t=O), M is the total mass of partioles in the unit volume) 
n- 2 

3)the solution represented in the implioit form 

where E is infinitezemal positive number putting to zero after 

relaxation to the steady state. 

For ooagulation kernel A a (ma t mfa) we found the inter- 
mediate asymptotio solution in the form n(m, t)=n(t ~ m - ~ ,  with 

q=l ta/2. 

It is well known that the largest bodies have in average 

smaller eooentrioities and inolinations. So in the region of 

mass m far more the mean mass the effeotive values of a are 

smaller than oommonly wed 4/3. In other words mass-speo~rum of 

largest bodies is more steeper and (in the absenoe of gas 

aooretion) is determined by surfaoe density distribution of 

solid material. Our results showed that oollisions of large 

bodies in a forming planetary systems are more frequent. and 

more energetioal than previowly assumed. 
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